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Morning Swim 

Every day I shift 
from the dark tomb of sleep 
and dive into the isolating serum, 
needing its soothing warmth, 
its gentle stroke on my skin. 
Finally within the pool, 
my motion is free and fluid, 
as my awkwardness suddenly 
transforms into grace. 

Marianne Bulger 
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Harwich 

I travel in my mind 
over the Sagamore Bridge 
East on Route 6 
to exit 10 
left on the main road 
to the tiny dirt 
path-of-a-road 
past the nameless man 
who sits with his plump wit e 
on a beach-chair 
on the lawn 
his tractor-trailer 
looming larger then 
his house 
his underwear displayed 
on the clothes-line 
right tum into "Dogpatch" 
to yours-
the third cottage 
a kitchen with funny 
green 
rubberized placemats 
which would have been the first to go 
if we ever got married 
plastic plants 
and puke-green couches 
in the living room 
two small bedrooms 
with curtains 
in place of doors 
and a bathroom with only 
toilet 
and sink 
I imagined what it could be 
changes 
as we washed our bodies and hair 
in the pond 
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your next-door-neighbor 
a woman with proper plumbing 
staring at us through gauze curtains 
with her year-round eyes 
the dog 
her only companion 
sitting on her lap 
barking 
we tried not to move too fast 
to avoid stirring up the much 
that rested on the cold bottom 
but laughed just the same 
when the gunk 
stuck to us ... 
Now in a mauve room 
surrounded by 
tasteful furnishings 
I am completely 
and utterly 
alone. 

Michelle Henneberry 
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Outside looking In-
and one day the fish was gone, the one that had been gnawed at for a few 
weeks now so all that was left were some stringy filaments of silver threads 
attached to its hairpin skeleton, looking like a broken-toothed comb and the 
other five don't seem to notice its absence; punishment doesn't work be
cause they don't know why you're not feeding them so instead you buy six 
more and force them to mingle and they do except for the fancy tetra that 
chases the new tissue-paper-yellow angel's gossamer tail and it continues 
on and on though you wonder what they do at night and during the day 
when you're not there (kind of like your boyfriend), but when you notice their 
incessant darting and quivering and lack of exhaustion in general, it all 
comes together and becomes as clear as the aquarium that you see the 
reflection of your bulging eyes off of as your nose bangs against the glass, 
they are all nouns, adjectives, verbs, pronouns and their life is just a run
on sentence ... 

Anne Painter 
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The Friend (The Mask) 

The bone white, porcelain face 
Hangs unobtrusively. 
Long straight nose, 
Smooth brow, 
A faint smile on sensual lips, 
She stares omnisciently 
At the void of the opposite wall. 
She listens, 
And without speaking, 
Responds. 

Joy E. Tashjian 
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Rattamacue 1 

Only sixteen-year-old bodies 
can convulse in perfect time 
to the stresses of sixteenth notes. 

The crowd dives for rock and roll treasure : 
a drumstick 
from the shaman's rhythm man. 

Blonde towers of hair gel 
collapse in the pigpile 
of too-tight jeans and black leather. 

Walt! 
There's been a slaughter herel2 

Police pick up the pieces 

of broken adolescence 
and send the syncopated heartbeats 
to I.C.U. for their final performance. 

Thunderous chords and crashing cymbals 
slice through the narcotic haze, 
while the crowd begs for more. 

Lisa Phillips 

1 A drum rhythm consisting of sixteenth notes. 
2 These two lines are from Jim Morrison on 
Absolutely Live album. 
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Pantoum Underground 

. Punks in black slip the night into leather. 
Guitar-strung they slide onto fractured concrete. 
Secrets are sharpened and hung on their belts. 
Like cats, they steal through a lifetime of deaths 

Guitar-strung. They slide onto fractured concrete, 
Belligerent shadows. grapple with daylight, 
Like cats. They steal through a lifetime of deaths, 
Spraypainting anarchy for opium's masses. 

These belligerent shadows grapple with daylight, 
an army of ironed mohawks, sharp like barbed-wire, 
Spraypainting anarchy for opium's masses. 
Combat-boots, eyelets laced blind and soulless. 

An army of ironed mohawks, sharp like barbed-wire. 
A thunder of drumbeats, straining the walls of back alleys. 
Combat boots, eyelets laced blind and soulless. 
Modern-day nomads searching the night for a fix, 

Like cats . They steal through a lifetime of deaths, 
Guitar-strung. They slide onto fractured concrete . 

Carolyn Harris 
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Riots, Rot, Religion, and Raccoons In the Rallway Station 

As if a funnel had been uncorked to violently shoot out 
clusters of people, 
a crowd begins to mass on the once-barren platform. 
I am pushed around like a pinball 
rejecting every choice of destination: 
the walls are so dingy 
I fear the grime and germs 
breeding there throughout the ages 
will permeate my clothes 
and my skin, 
leaving me for dead; 
the edge of the platform 
near the once-yellow caution line 
is too scary 
with its one slightly raised rail 
that seems to suck me in toward it, 
coax me to pat the shiny surface. 

Everyone 
who depends on the subway for transportation 
is a lunatic or a criminal, 
even the men in three-piece suits 
who just create more believable facades. 
Not looking at anyone else 
is the best method for safety. 
Forfeiting all claim to a seat 
I steal to the stairs, 
attempting to create my own immune world. 
Wallowing in the stench 
of wine, sweat, 
and general weirdness, 
I resist breathing 
as long as the desire to live 
will permit. 
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I can't believe that no one else seems to notice 
that little man in the brown suit and docksiders 
who marches in time to the cassette playing at his feet, 
lip-synching along with the religious leader of the day. 
Marching under the earth, he believes he's progressing 

toward Heaven. 

The thought of dying in this damp cavern 
is more frightening than living in it . 
The train had better come soon; 
the grinding and ticking of metal against metal 
would be a relief from this heartless buzz. 
Everyone here looks so cold and mean; fat and skinny. 
The man standing underneath my favorite sign-
"lt takes 40 beautiful raccoons to make a fur coat... 
and one ugly human to wear it"-
looks like he's going to faint: 
paste white, terribly thin with sunken eyes, 
his thick bottle glasses 
must be weighing him down. 

Michelle Bevilacqua 
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After the Breakup: The Futility of Fruit 

If I could stop crying long enough to 

explain it 

I could tell you 
that I'm standing in the middle of the produce section 

of some grocery store 
holding onto a familiar piece of fruit whose sweetness 

I'll never taste again. 
Though bruised and mauled and handled and battered 

and loved 

so often, so fully 
over the years 

that its goldenness has faded to 
a fascinating shade of mustard 

that repels and commands my attention 

simultaneously, 

I still long to touch my tongue 
lovingly to its skin 

and caress its hardened softness and kiss sweetly with my lips and 
sink my teeth permanently into its flesh 

with a grip 
that's tight and real 

and fierce 

so passionate. 
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The man at the counter over there just looked 
at my tearstained face. 

He asked if I wanted to buy the piece of fruit. 
Didn't anyone ever tell him it's not for goddamned sale? 

Everyone knows that fruit is futile. 
Can't buy it. 
Can't sell it. 

Can't hold onto it 

treasure it 

and let it go when the bruises get gangrenous. 

I put the piece of fruit back on display 
in the company of all its futile friends 

for some other fool to pick it up. 

Kerry-Beth Garvey 
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Alaskan Suite 

1. lovocatioo 

Midnight. 
Mountains cast shadows on the black ice. 
Gray seals slap at mackerel on the snowbank. 
Whales fluke in the open water. 
Polar bears rest for their spring migration. 
The wind and the wolves unite in 
a lonely concerto. 

Utopia lies under 
the aurora borealis, 
where no woman will witness it. 
For nature drops the curtain 
when she appears. 

11. Northern Liobts 

A woman in peach chiffon 
steps onto the ice. 
A combination of steps, 
an arabesque. and a turn in mid-air. 
She takes care to 
keep her head up and her shoulders erect. 
Spit-jump, split-jump, layback spin. 
The music gives her speed: 
double flip, axel, back pivot. 
A series of twists and turns, 
change sit-spin. 
Toe into ice, 
the flow of gravity stops. 

Ill.~ 

Two silhouettes merge in the darkness: 
a rowboat on the soft waves of a lake. 
Their passion, precursors to communion, 
fuels the union of bodies with souls . 
They tunnel beneath layers of sedimentary rock 
and soar above the highest summits. 

Lisa Phillips 
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Star-crossed 

Lenny never met 
a dyke he didn't like 
or so he said -
or yelled - into his mike. 

Ed longs for his youth. 
Will he ever even 
know the sadness 
women brought to Stephen? 

Steve seems to be stuck 
on one type of woman: 
all have been jocks 
and not one has liked him. 

Brian loved me, so 
when I bit his behind, 
woke him with ice, 
he never seemed to mind. 

I do have a thing 
for some guys. I'm trying 
not to repress 
one fact I've been lying 

about for years: if 
I like a man, odds are 
he's as gay as 
a drag cabaret star. 

None of these stories 
is meant to disparage 
those who have loved 
one not meant for marriage. 

Julie Cipolla 
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Leda and the Swan 

I was a beautiful woman. 
One woman dancing to audiences 
everywhere. Flowers greeting me 
in my dressing room. 

One night I danced for life. Alone 
on the stage with my sweet sweaty 
pulsating body, spinning on the smooth 
hewn floor, I leapt to immeasurable heights. 
Floating ... ! fell on your wing .. 
Twisting together, colors whir1ed until my eyes 
were forced shut. 

While your beak pecked my tender breasts, 
searing pain split my middle. 
While your red eyes burned my failing violet, 
Feathers muffled my screams. 

In hopes of gracefully leaping over you , 
I made my soul dance as you 
ravaged my shell, but my soul could not 
escape your spirit killing grasp. 

Your feathered body choked mine 
until I disappeared and you did, too. 

When I woke, all color was gone 
except the red of my body on 
your lost white feathers. 

I tried to move and dance 
again, but flowers did not 
arrive anymore. A monster 
was growing within. But you 
did not win, for I exchanged 
your unwanted festering gift 
for 150 paid up-front. 

Ann E. Elz 
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Renoir's Lady Dancing 

Renoir may have held her 
in his eyes during the day 

and 
in his dreams during the night; 

He may have been jealous 
as she danced in someone 

else's arms, 
wished to set his beard a-flame! 

But he never knew the stir he would cause 
as we gaze on 
in the museum. 

His perfection at a distance 
and disfigurement up close
of features caught in a 
peculiar light. .. 

Renoir must have painted from memories 
hidden behind his eyes, 

And I 
on the bus back home 

see her 
as the beauty 
he wanted. 

Laura C. Mosiello 
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Pain 

You know something? 
Pain never really goes away. 

It's like the seed of a lemon 
in a glass of soda water. 
The bubbles weigh it down 
to the bottom of the glass, 
but then they burst 
and the seed rises to the top again. 
You can sit and watch this happen 
over and over. 

Heather Holmberg 
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The Sheet Gathering 

The moon pillows light to reveal 
These moiled, tangled sheets, spurred 
By my foot, whose desire is to intertwine with anything. 

You are no longer here. 
The air you once displaced lays beside me now 
And breathes into the sheets. 

I fold my hand into the linen darkness where 
your cold bodyprint moans 
And rolls onto its side. 

Dust falls onto my eyelids. 
Whispers of dreams blow 
Around the bed like leaves. 

The sun catches its breath on the windowpane. 
It is morning so I gather the sheets 
And I burn them. 

Carolyn Harris 

Flesh 

I used to dream of secretly separating 
an apple from the core 
without causing damage to the skin-
of deftly slicing through the tough red layer 
and removing its moist inner white flesh, 
then carefully sewing the seam 
so as not to call attention to the scar. 

Sometimes this seemed the only way to 
rid myself of vile self-loathing. 

Marianne Bulger 
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Education's Locations 

I flipped to power and found Schoolhouse Rock1 

engulfed by flames; 
Apalled 
I searched for someone to help defeat the blaze. 
All around was barren and dry, 
but I finally found 
Snufulupugus2 

casually leaning against a stop sign, 
smoking an unfiltered Camel. 
"You've got to help," I cried, pulling the butt from his thick lips 
and grinding it out on The Yellow Brick Road.3 

"We'll fill your snout with water 
and spray the flames away." 
But he only shook his head with condescension and drawled, 
"What's the use, the roof, the roof, the roof is on fire, 
we don't need the water, let the mutha burn,• and ran off 

with the cheerleaders. 

1. Critics here are divided upon whether the author is ref erring to the 
historical piece of granite which marks the location of the first American 
schoolhouse, or the theory for Televised Educational Instruction by the 
same name. 

2. The classically trained Shakespearean actor acclaimed for his per
fomance of Richard Ill on Broadway, who later went on the become a 
regular with the Educational Children's Television repertory company. 

3. An allusion to the twelfth century belief that the roads of the new world 
were paved with gold, an idea which was later used in Victor Flemming's 
Classic film treatise on the plight of the American farmer, The Wizard of Oz. 

4. Lyric from the battle hymn of the Anti-Organized Institutions faction , 
"R.A.P." 
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I looked around, 
but the only other person on the corner 
was some crazy man 
in a babushka, 5 

apparently blinded by the gains of capitalism, 
for he just kept screaming, "Lollie Lollie Lollie,' 

Get your Adverbs here" 
at the top of his lungs, 
ignoring the blaze. 

Resolved that I was the only one 
who could save the day 
by finding water and a trajectory hose, 
I bounded up Sesame Street, 1 

through Mr. McGregor's Garden,• 

and into the heart of Alphabet City. 
Adrenaline helped me transverse 
London 
Bridges, 
Where I saw Winkin, Blinkin and Nodi 

who were too steeped in sleep to answer my pleas. 

S. A common sight on the streets of a large, overpopulated metropolis. 

6· "Lollie" is a nickname for the renowned philosopher and educator, John 
Locke. 

?· Famous area home of the Children's Education Network theater district 
in New York City. 

8: The Garden represented the last symbol of feudalism in the early 
nineteen hundreds; the valiant crusader Peter Rabbit is believed to have 
been the one responsible for breaking through the fences and forcing 
McGregor to pass power over to the people. 

9· Three famous scientists and navigators whose brilliant careers were cut 
short when they became addicted to heroine as a result of finding large 
poppy fields on the banks of the Lazy River. 
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I arrived at my destination, 
Electric Company, •0 

out of breath. 
The gates were barred 
so I rang the bell. 
Almost immediately, 
Ronald Macdonald was peering at me 
from a peep hole: 
'What need hast thou for The Power of The Electric Company?" 
Still wheezing and gasping for air 
I ventured at communication: 
"F 
ire!" 
"Fire?" he guessed. 
'Weh 
auter!" 
·water?" 
I nodded. 
"Am I to comprehend that thou desireth water for the extinguigation 
of a fire?" 
"Yes" I yelled, voice recovered, "To save Schoolhouse Rock!" 
"I'm sorry," he said with a Grimace, "but your father 
hath decreed that edifice 
to thaw, melt and resolve itself into a dew." 
With that he disappeared, 
and I was left to drown in betrayal 
and abandonment. 

10. Believed to be the true place where Thomas Edison began his famous 
experiments, it was later bought out by Public Broadcasting System. 
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Soon, 
a Monorail came along, 
and I took it, 
for lack of anything better. 
The only other passenger 
was a Figment of My Imagination, 
which ignored me, 
until I got off at Tomorrowland, 
whereupon he jumped into my pocket for a lift. 

We entered 
the Absolut Building 
took the staircase to the first floor, turned the key 
and slowly unlocked the door.

11 

The goat-footed balloon man 
was already inside; 
we got down to playing Life against him, 
but we lost and he left, 
with all the ICBMs and political prisoners 
just like the old man in that famous book by Nabokov.

12 

The game over 
I found myself seated at a desk, 
a cathode ray tube before me, 
but it displayed no cartoons . 

Michelle Bevilacqua 

1 ~ · Lyric from a song by the small symphony orchestra U2; the group's 
singer/songwriter would later leave the group to become a Professor of 

Everything. 

12. Lyric from a song by Sting, former educator, turned brilliant composer. 
Nabokov was a minor author in the middle of the twentieth century. 
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Sermon on Time 

Only yesterday flowers bloomed, 
Now they have succumbed to frost's 
Ethered breath. 

Mondays are mood days. 
Another conception of lunacy; 
Nothing lasts with the waning, but 
Sundays always renew the over-used promise of 

Life. Upsetting the 
Intriguing intricacies of 
Flowers is 
Eternity. 

Equating happiness to the 
Quality of a moment spent 
Upon terra firma, 
Allows you to continue telling 
Lies of what you know of 
Sunday's promise. Searching for the 

Nodule of truth in time is 
Often confusing, when Charon ferries on 
Thursday not Saturday - the day of rest. 
Having to continue 
Imperfect life is difficult without hearing Sunday's sermon. 
Needing hope and finding none 
Gives me despair in the time spent trying to catch immortality. 

Ann E. Elz 
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Mirrored Loss 

We are a couple really, 
above the two long vanities 

facing each other, 
against opposite walls in the master bathroom. 

Always we compliment each other, 
being the same: 

a great center horizontal rectangle between 
twin vertical rectangles. 

When opened 
we reflect infinitely, 

mirror 
overlapping 

mirror 
overlapping. 

A couple shared us, 
a black curly with shaved pimple scars 

and a brown perm with make up. 
And sometimes, 

two blonde heads 
that rose year by year. 

Then the black curly reflected 
less often, 

then hardly at all. 
For months we witnessed 

brown perm tears 
with scattered blonde, 
sometimes tears. 

One day the brown perm with 
red puffy eyes, best dress, make up, 
for own funeral, 

alone, 
put the dog, gerbil, parakeets 
in the dry shower, 

safe 
from invisible fumes 

which murdered where 
we did not see. 

Lori B. Spector 



Hate 
"What do we do with our old hate?" 

What do we do with our old hate? 
Do we tuck it away 
like an old diary 
that is found, 

Anne Sexton 
2/1/59 

and embarasses us or makes us laugh? 
Do we stash it away 
like money for a rainy day 
Only to be taken out and used 
at a later date? 

What do we do with our old hate? 
Do we erase it from our minds 
like a dirty word we wrote in a notebook 
when we were little just to see 
what it looked like? 
Traces of it still remain 
even when the paper wears thin 
beneath the friction 
of a rubber eraser. 

What do we do with our old hate? 
Do we let it fester 
like an open cut 
so that it spreads and infects? 
Or do we bandage this cut 
and treat it with care 
so that /t will heal? 

Heather Holmberg 
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Jezebel 

You can imagine my surprise 
in finding them there ... 
Steve Dedalus and Mike Scott 
sifting the desert of my soul. 
They were slurpingi lemon Jello, 
chanting about A Pagan Place, 
and I would have stopped to listen 
if my ears weren't so saturated 
with foreign alphabets. 

I call the puppy Zephyr, 
and when the wind blows over the trees, 
lifting their limbs 
to form precise, geometrical configurations, 
we can almost read the thoughts 
of old women 
and dentists. 

Sometimes when I try to think 
I use up neurons in my brain, 
but this is usually compensated for 
by an extension of the retina 
in my eyes, 
which gives me 
three hundred and sixty degree, 
panoramic vision. 

I'm watching you. 

Michelle Henneberry 
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Man on the Roof 

I'm going walking; it always clears my head. 
I'm going to walk walk walk walk, 
this time. 

And I won't stop 
even if a little boy, 
even if my little boy walks by 
and sees me up here cussing out angels. 
Even if he lets go of his green balloon 
and I can catch it, 
I'm still going to walk 
right off this terrace, 
right off this pavilion. 

I don't care if I crush the geraniums; 
they're stronger than they look. 
And I don't care if the pigeons try to catch me; 
I'll still walk. 
And I don't care if the gargoyles snap at my heels; 
I'm not afraid of them. 
And I don't care 
even if the angels rise up 
out of this cement, 
even if the angels try to block my path. 

I wonder if I'll have to haunt this place 
and if I'll have any company, 
anyone to play cards with. 
I wonder if I'll stay here for eternity, 
peering into passing airplanes. 
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Can those people see me? 
Maybe there's someone 
who wants to go walking too. 
And look at that bus down there; 
maybe I'll become a stop on the Grey Line tour. 
Maybe somebody will take my picture 
and catch my soul before it hits the pavement. 
Maybe I'll walk right onto page one of the Times. 
Maybe I'll become a question on "Jeopardy!" 

I'm going walking 
and I'm going now 
before I lose my balance in this wind. 
I'm going to spiral down gracefully ; 
I've done thousands of calculations. 
(The angels will be so jealous.) 
Someone said that Newton stole physics from the gods. 

I will surely understand 
the airy thoughts of angels. 
If I can pull this one off, 
I will surely know 
the mind of God. 

Julie Cipolla 
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Snapshot Spilt 
for Jessica 

Pictures of me 
off the wall 
in the drawer 

Pictures of her 
on the wall 
in my mind 

On their faces
the other cuties 
in blue skirts 

Pictures of me 
off the wall 
in my mind 

Pictures of her 
on their breasts 
on their tongues 

Pictures of her 
on my mind 
in my bed 

Pictures of her 
screaming 
in my 
dark room 

Robert Munk 
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The Beat Reporter 

Scratchings on a notepad sift through 
hours of mindless drivel. 

proposed 500-ton-per-day incinerator 
commission awaiting more technical data 
DEP environmental impact survey 

The monotonous hum of lower middle class 
voices slowly congeals with the stagnant 
night air. The harsh feel of a folding 
metal chair numbs any intensity words may 

have. 

who will be responsible? 
I want the chance to have healthy babies 
the leachate - tell us the truth 

Thoughts turn to loud music and driving 
fast with the windows down. Simply an 
observer - an unaffected one. 

tax advantages 
12-acre ash landfill 
dioxin emissions 

Groping for a clue, a peg, a lead. 
Some purpose has to be deciphered. The 
right people mentioned using the correct 
spelling - all in clear, short. snappy 
sentences. 

Such a responsibility at such a young 
age. Struggling to decode emotions, political 
rhetoric and age-old bias. 

it's just your dar1<, paranoid fears ... 
he'll get rich - we'll get polluted 
what the hell do you know? 

Neighbors pitted aganst neighbors. 
Families divided. The standoff takes place 
in a steamy middle school gymnasium. 

Susan Lynn Haigh 



Roof 

In the town by the ocean, trees hide the setting sun on a hot 
August evening. The light of the Shop 'n Save supermarket flicks q~ at 
eight o'clock. The dinner rush ends at the local Burger King and cars 
begin to collect at the bar next to the liquor store. The night begins. 

From the Drive-thru window of the Burger King I can see the 
water steam off the pavement of the car wash next door. Soap resic;!ue 
leaves a white trail of bubbles as it drains into Route 27. I lean against 
the counter and watch the people leave, knowing this will be my only 
time to rest for the next four hours. My hair is clean and soft now, and 
my uniform is neat. The skirt falls without wrinkles and the shirt smells 
like Ivory Snow and Bounce. My neat appearance won't last thou,Q~· 
Soon the weight of my visor will flatten my hair and the grease frofT1)h0 
kitchen will make it dirty. I will smell like french fries, hamburgers ~d 
the bleach I use to clean the coffee pots. It is a little past eight o'clock. 
Only when the clock strikes midnight and the big orange Burger King 
sign outside blinks off, will I be able to rest and just look at the stars .. 

Customers come and go and friends drop into see me occa~ 
sionally. I laugh at the jokes my friend Dave cracks in the kitchen. ·~e 
smiles at me from time to time, keeping my spirits up. Sometimes,~~ 
sneaks me french fries. I fill straws and spoons and cups monoto~ 1 

nously and wait for twelve to come. When it does, and I've finished 
washing the hundreds of dirty dishes and swept all the many split fties, I 
take the trash into the bin behind the restaurant. I stack the black rnilk 
crates so that I can climb onto a wall that leads to the roof. I hold rTJY 
breath not because of the smell of old trash-I am used to that-bu~, 
because the ground is ten feet below me and I have never been fq~ of 
heights. The wall is thin and I must walk across it carefully so that I 
don't fall into the dense shrubs. Dave has been brave and scalec( \~e 
wall like Spiderman. My legs begin to tremble as I look down at mY 
feet. 

"Careful!" a voice cries from behind me, "Don't fall!" I scream 
as arms reach out and swiftly carry me off the thin wall onto the stony 
roof. 

"Jerk," I say, "you're going to kill me." 
I follow Dave across the roof after he sets me down. I try to 

avoid the many pipes that cover the floor. Steam whistles through them 
and the ever familiar odor of burgers overpowers my senses. There are 
no lights to guide my way. 
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,, , The roof is surrounded by a short wall, maybe three feet high. 
Small sharp stones cover the top to protect it from rain and snow. 
There is a path now, from the countless times I have made this journey. 
I find a place to sit and dangle my legs onto the shingled slope that 
extends from the wall. Already tiles are missing or broken from the 

, times Dave dared to creep near the edge. 
From my position I can see Route 27 and all the cars that pass. 

~tars appear and disappear behind passing clouds and flashes of heat 
"-~~tning light the sky frequently. The air is hot, still, and muggy and the 
llJOsquitoes feast on my exposed arms and legs. My hair flops in front 

• CiJ my eyes and I blow it back with a long sigh. My clothes no longer 
1.t~ell good; they smell like the eight grueling hours I have worked; 
i ::aweaty, greasy, and tired. 
· ' In the distance I hear the shouts of boisterous drunken men 
wt\? walk unsteadily from the bar to an undecided point. Occasionally I 
hear the buzz of a black fly as it searches for the soft flesh behind my 
E;ar. I slap it away before it bites. Dave sits beside me and slaps the 
ougs away, too. He smells like me and his hair has the faint circle of 
his hat pressed into it. He sighs with relief that our night of work is 
finished. 

•·. I forget everything now: the noises of the gadgets in the 
k~~hen, the sound of the register opening, the pleas of hundreds of 
customers asking for more ketchup or pickles. I forget the sounds of 
the, children crying over spilt soda. I tune out the shouts of the drunken 
~;~: I am aware only of the twinkling stars, the flashes of lightning and 
t~'t presence of Dave sitting by my side. I could sit here forever and 

~k?P~k out into the night. I do not speak, I do not blink, I barely breathe. 
Th~ lightning continues to flash and the stars reappear from behind the 
c~uds and Dave gently holds my tired hand. 

Sarah E. Levenson 
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Nana 
As you lay in the hospital bed, 
you softly recited the "Hail Mary." 
Your awkward fingers gripped the worn 
rosary beads that hung around your neck. I listened 
as your mind wandered to the fields of Ireland. 
It had been sixty-six years 
since you ran through the blonde meadows of Leitrim. 

I remember walking with you 
to the local Five-and-Dime. The section 
with the bunnies, hamsters and birds 
became our own special petting zoo. 
Each time you babysat, we came home 
with a new addition to our family: 
either a few colored fish 
or, when your heart 
could no longer deny your two grandaughters, 
a speckled parakeet. 

"Father," you called. 
Were you calling to God the Father 
or to your natural father 
who had been dead for fifty-six years? 
You beseeched God to take you; 
peacefully you lay in bed, occasionally 
reaching your arms upward toward the heavens 
as you prayed. "Deliver us from evil now, 
and at the hour of our death .... " 
I sat torn between 
selfishly wanting you to live 
and wanting you to finally be freed 
from the suffering. 

A few months later as I entered 
your room, I watched you come alive 
once again. The soft wrinkles on your face 
had become more defined, and your clothes hung loosely 
from your body; yet, spirit shone 
through your faded blue eyes. That day, 
as you played with your great-grandson, 
I saw love at its fullest; I watched 
as you held him when he got tired, imagining 
myself curled up on your lap 
sleeping peacefully, 

as I once did. Marianne Bulger 
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Skin on Skin 

My anxiety waves like a flag in the wind, moving 
back and forth, slapping the autumn air 
like a leather belt against a child's bottom, the stinging 
power of skin on skin. I do not want to hear 
the child wail but I can't help care 
as tears fall down her face, 
hot with pain and confusion. I am aware 
of the awkward silences that rise from this place, 

but I do not move and am losing 
my belief in family with her silenced cries. Where 
does she go to escape his anger, her own? Not having 
childhood dreams to slip into, she falls into despair 
with tear-stained cheeks and burning eyes, her fair 
skin bruised and red. She grows quiet with every hour, any trace 
of sobbing softened by her pillow. The air 
hangs heavy with the stilted silences that rise from this place. 

All remains still, fear rising, rising, rising 
like steam from a kettle, and evaporating. She doesn't care 
anymore and is slowly leaving 
to a distant world. She can only be found where 
haunting whispers shout through the heavy, black air 
of the night. Sadness settles on her face 
stealing expression from young eyes as she stares 
at nothing, betrayed by the silences that rise from this place, 

betrayed time and time again by skin on skin. She doesn't dare 
return to this world where life doesn't exist. Days 
pass like years, and hours strip naked. She is bare 
to the touch she can't erase and silence continues to rise from this 

place. 

Laura Mosiello 
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The Tonsorlal Artist 

The scissors spark and flutter through the air. 
Mindless, they seek mane after messy mane. 
When customers admire their new, neat hair, 
they praise the metal's skillful, cutting aim, 
ignoring the barber. His life's work 
is framed by the demands for perfect heads. 
The filthy follicles where cowlicks lurk 
would move a surgeon's steady hand with dread, 
but his transverse the grease and flakes with ease. 
He humors teenage boys who make him give 
them mohawks, crewcuts, spikes, tails, or a tease, 
then must convince their parents he should live. 
His day filled with requests and clients galore, 
the barber's locks threaten to reach the floor. 

Michelle Bevilacqua 
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Modern Dance Romance 

Slow, Slow, Quick Quick, Slow; 
you waltz your love and do-si-do, 
spin me 'round, then let me go, 
shuffling me off with a fading glow. 
When we rhumba with new-found desire, 
smoke rises from this tango of fire, 
but dizzy from this lasting wayward sway, 
you soon decline the invitation to stay 
with me, tambourines and a tarantella 
so I'm resigned to the night A Capella. 
How I wish for another try at the Bossa Nova 
though I'm compelled to admit you're a Casanova 
showing your two-step love on the ball-room floor 
while I wait for the final flamenco right out the door. 

Anne Painter 
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The Slaughter 

Deep in the loins 
of flame tree-shadowed 
Kenyan night, 
five white rhinoceroses 
glow in the silver-dagger moonlight. 

Eyes 
-black without irises, 
empty without souls
press against the scopes 
of the weapons. 
Thick fingers 
grasp the triggers. 

Ten coarse horns, 
hacked out of their foreheads, 
will sell tomorrow 
on the Chinese black market 
as the cure for arthritis. 

The gunmen 
wash blood 
off their greedy hands 
and fade 
into the society of poachers, 
where Arab dagger handles 
and Chinese aphrodisiacs 
buy the family's bread. 

But the money quickly disappears 
along with the memory 
of the white rhinos, 
a species 
that once grazed Kenyan savannahs. 

Lisa Phillips 
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Old Hands 

Kim Kisiel 
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I Drive By the Cat-
Yet You Keep Coming Back 

I drive by the cat whose head was run over, 
whose leg and tail rise up in the air 
and pat the pavement, 
gently, rhythmically, incessantly, 
like waves kissing a smooth hull. 
I drive by and my heart stops, 
my blood becomes poison, my vessels ache, 
because I know you hit it 
with your red sports-car. 
You in your costumes 
have appeared to me several times, 
several times, 
several. 
And I never recognize you until it 's too late. 
You made me mystical 
and worshipped me 
until my obsession grew, 
until I was no longer myself but what you mad me
Nothing. 
So I try so hard to be you-
swordfish, chocolate ice-cream, lemonade, 
pitch night and burning fire-
until I realize that I am the cat, 
my brain oozing from my skull . 
And I am the raccoon I saw 
twitching on the highway. 
So I wear black as a sign of what you did to me, 
and that is how you recognize me 
when you are in your other bodies. 
You find me every time, 
and I welcome you back. 
I always welcome you back. 

Michelle Henneberry 
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A rushlight flickering and small 
is better than no light at all. 

Wheaton College 
Norton, MA 02766 


